
Narrative Concepts

Concept 1: The Dream Sequence

A violent communist revolution rips apart a beautiful alien world powered by
technology so advanced it is indistinguishable from magic. Science, philosophy,
religion, race, and ethics are all explored as a young man tries to protect his
aunt from a sinister global cabal that seeks to use her shocking discovery to
oppress its people. The shattering of his own mind and his civilization will have
severe consequences in a universe where form and thought are one.

Inspiration

"A concept like this has been a long time dream of mine. During my teen years, as
I was coming to terms with a lot of scary thoughts and feelings I was having,
animated TV shows such as Adventure Time and Steven Universe served as my
source of psychological education rather than school or my parents. Meanwhile,
the long shadows of novels such as The Children of Blood and Bone, The Hunger
Games, The Three-Body Problem, and the collective work of the late Ursala le
Guinn fueled a plot inspired by revolution, freedom, and morality, questions that
will remain incredibly relevant in the post-2020 media landscape.  These
earlier shows and novels unapologetically and rightfully explored topics of mental
health, sexuality, and trauma in teenagers through the mediums of science fiction
and fantasy. Creating a safe space for teenagers who might be struggling to
resolve their own identities amidst a lack of familial or institutional support is
absolutely critical in media targeted at young adults. The Dream
Sequence focuses on exploring mental health, sexuality, and constructing healthy
interpersonal relationships despite shared and inherited trauma, all
while promoting the welfare of marginalized people in spite of oppressive
governments and sinister factions. It is unique in that it focuses specifically on
how the concentration of wealth, which is represented by magic, fuels conflict
and revolution."

-Sam Leibowitz-Lord, Co-Founder and Lead Writer

The aesthetics of the product will capitalize on Gen Z's fascination with saturated, cell-
shaded animation. The first two images above and the image to the bottom left are the
artwork of Jean "Moebius" Giraud, the famous French graphic novelist whose surreal
alien worlds first inspired the world of The Dream Sequence. The image to the
bottom right is of the Gem Homeworld in the Cartoon Network hit Steven Universe,
which was also a major inspiration for our cell-shaded, crystal-based magic world.

As a diverse team of interdisciplinary creators, we seek to expand
our market into the television and publishing industries to
supplement our gamification efforts. Our unique network of
independent artists, writers, sound technicians, video editors,
and animators is proud to present the following media concepts
for gamification, novelization, television, and podcast production.

Art from Steven Universe

Art by Moebius

Original designs and concepts from The Dream Sequence
Art by Andrew Burger, Sydney Weyl and Robert Santiago

Narrative by Sam Lord

Plot Synopsis

Episode 1: Masks

O'awur Ath lives a quiet life of duty and routine. His aunt is a gifted "sequencer,"
meaning she can use a crystal found on their planet called an iok (eye-awk) to
manipulate the forces of the Universe. Casting magic spells, called sequencing
in this universe, is the art of using one's own undersanding of the natural world
to manipulate reality with the "universal energy" contained in the iok, known as
ioza (eye-oh-zah.) Sequencing has been boiled down to an advanced science
which applies a unified theory of quantuum and classical physics, enabled by
the supernatural properties of ioza. 

Our protagonist, Ath and his aunt Izaya both study Sequencing at a prestigious
university. Only trained sequencers are allowed to craft their own sequences
with ioza, which requires years of expensive training in their home
country, Skozar. Meanwhile common people use pre-made sequences sold by
private guilds of sequencers. The peaceful life of Ath and Izaya is shattered
when Izaya, with the help of her lab assistant and Ath's love interest, Taln, make
a discovery that has dramatic implications for their entire civilization. A occultic
sect has revealed itself in the western continent, triggering a race between the
world powers to secure their secrets. When Izaya discovers that the group may
hold the key to ending the system of exclusion, racism, and secrecy that
dominates Sequencing, her employer, the wealthy Veyek, sends men to steal her
work and take her life.

Ath and Izaya are not without allies. Taln, a gifted Sequencer himself, has
shadowy connections with resistance networks spanning the great powers of
Kirgash, Skozar, and the Holy Dominion. Izaya's strange relationships with her
fellow scientists and an underground group of anarchists forces Ath to confront
long-buried childhood trauma. And all over the world, news of their discovery
sparks revolution against oppressive regimes.

As Ath, Taln, and Izaya flee their home in the dead of night after defeating
Veyek's assasins, they pass over the visually stunning world of Etok, the planet
the series is set on in its first season (see concept art above.)

Season 1 Episode Guide

Chapter 1: Masks (Pilot)
On an alien planet where science has become so
advanced, it mirrors magic, a university student named
Ath, his aunt, Izaya, and her laboratory research
assistant Taln are targetted by sinister assassins after
discovering their world's greatest secret.

Ath, Izaya, and Taln find a temporary safe haven, but
are forced to flee their homeland as security forces
close in. Ath learns a secret about his aunt.

Chapter 2: The Mentor

Chapter 3: Lower Levels
A trip to the urban slums reveals Izaya's true nature.
Ath confides in Taln, who knows more then he lets on.

Chapter 4: One Thousand Golden Eyes
Desperate to make contact with their allies, the group falls
into a deadly trap while navigating a magical theocracy.

Chapter 5: Real Freedom
At the mercy of their enemies, Izaya's past is revealed. Ath
and Taln discover the violence inside themselves as their
survival is threatened. 

Chapter 6: The Giving of Light
A long-sought artifact is found. A dangerous new power is
revealed. Ath begins to unravel under the pressure of it all.

Chapter 7: The City Beneath the Sand
A journey north reveals a world of incredibly scenery
and horrific violence. The group plays cat-and-mouse with
shadowy international agents while moving through a
war-zone under the cover of night.

Chapter 8: You Are In An Ocean
Ath adjusts to his new surroundings while Taln and Izaya
fight for their lives.

Chapter 9: The Shadow
A daring attack leaves Ath wounded. Taln makes a bold
decision, and Izaya confronts her past.

Chapter 10: The Place They Build
An all-out battle is set as the group attempts to return to their true home.

Concept 2: Tricentenial

In the future, slavery has not been abolished, but has simply evolved with
technology. Liberation can only come through the birth of new consciousness.

A futuristic retelling of the Book of Exodus, featuring an AI messiah combating
the Pharaoh of solar system colonization. Millions of humans labor in the
crowded, airless maintenance decks of colonies on the Moon and Mars, while
billions more pick up the pieces of a broken Earth. Only a lucky, wealthy few
enjoy the splendor of cybernetic technology and the wealth of the asteroid
mines. When the nurturing of a young artificial intelligence unravels a
conspiracy spanning the solar system, a team of scientists and soldiers races to
save humanity from suffocating under its own weight.

Inspiration
"CGI and green screen technology have created an opportunity for truly stunning live-
action dramas and thrillers. Applying the lens of science fiction and speculative history
allows us to explore the intersections of sociology, technology, and psychology."

"This franchise, Tricentennial, was largely inspired by the writings of Margaret
Atwood, who painted an incredibly disturbing picture of the United States under a
uniquely American kind of authoritarian rule, and the dystopian film Elysium by
Neill Blomkamp. The more utopian alternatives presented in our Tricentennial
series are inspired by the fiction of Ernest Callenbach, and the very real struggles
that influenced the political philosophy of Abdullah Ocalan. As American children
of the 2000s, we have been exposed to terrorism, shootings, war, state violence,
and the collapse of the safeguards of democracy within the first twenty years of
our lives. Tricentennial is a 'zoomer' reaction to the digital age, late capitalism,
post-colonialism, globalism, and the strange cultural revolution we find ourselves
in as the 'periphery' of Western society makes its voices ever more heard."

- Sam Leibowitz-Lord, Lead Writer

From The Handmaid's Tale
by Margaret Atwood

Pilot Synopsis
In 2076, two Pacifican military officers are monitoring communications in the
American DMZ from a remote base. Dan picks up a strange signal emanating from
the Four Corners area when a virus infects the base’s network. The virus takes
control of the base’s armed drones and begins raining bombs down the soldiers
stationed there. The drone is shot down, but a second one is activated, and flies to a
nearby desert town, attacking civilians. They flushes out the virus, but not before
several civilians are killed by the drone. The incident report is delivered to David
Akler, a senior intelligence officer with the Social Union of Pacifica. The attack is
blamed on the United Republics of America (URA.)

I

In space, First Colony Alliance rebels destroy a convoy of UN-flagged ships leaving
Triton. Aboard one of those ships is Doctor Iyan Kanton, a leading mind in
theoretical physics. Kanton’s research partner, Dr. Ayati Kyala, a space-born
("Colonial") child of American refugees, survives the attack and is told that she must
testify before the the United Nations Central Military Command, which is
convening an emergency session after the latest FCA attacks and debating the
future of its space programs. Opposing her is CosmoCorp, a URA-owned company
that colonized the Moon, Mars, and the asteroids in the 2030s.

Clockwise: Close-up and exterior of a CosmoCorp
asteroid colony. Detailed URA weaponry and insignia designs.
Doctor Ayati Kyala, the protagonist. Art by Sydney Weyl

From The Handmaid's Tale
by Margaret Atwood

Elysium by 
Neill Blomkamp

Outraged, Kyala takes the floor and states that the First Colonies, owned by
CosmoCorp's investors,  exploit their mine workers and service staff who are mostly
heavily indebted black and brown people from the regions of the world devastated
by disease, climate change and war while the UN did nothing. CosmoCorp routinely
violates UN corporate law, as the URA refuses to participate in the world court
system without first getting a seat in Central Command, a contentious issue with
Pacifica and other American republics. Kyala alleges that CosmoCorp is allowed to
get away with it because the superstates on Earth make trillions from facilitating
CosmoCorp's colonization efforts and buying back their mined materials, despite
UN sanctions on the URA. 

From left to right: URA troops battle Pacifican commandos. The supercomputer, Evergreen.
The future skyline of "New Manhattan". The grim reality of the colonial underclass. 

Art by Sydney Weyl

Narrative by Sam Lord

Kyala goes on to say that once her faster-then-light project is complete, the UN
and the First Colonies will be able to join together efficiently, and the people of
Earth will be able to colonize other solar systems. The Assembly, swayed by
CosmoCorp and fearful of more attacks, narrowly votes to cut the funding of
Kyala’s program, giving her one year to finish her work. In attendance at the
conference is Akler, who invites Kyala to visit the cybernetic and AI labs in Los
Angeles. Kyala is introduced to Evergreen, the self-aware battle AI that has
defended Pacifica for nearly fifty years. Evergreen and Akler explain that they
need her help to stop CosmoCorp from solidifying the largest mass
enslavement in human history.

Season 1 Episode Guide

Episode 1:  Kyala
In the wake of devastating terrorism, a top scientist
defends her contoversial light-speed drive before the UN. A
mysterious and deadly force seeks to undo her work as a
once-forgotten empire rises from its own ashes.

Episode 2: David
Kyala accepts an invitation to the reclusive Social Union of
Pacifica, which spans North America's western coast. Kyala
discovers a long-rumored scientific achievement is all too real.

Episode 3: Kaleb

Kyala gets to know her new partner, Kaleb, as they try to
track down a lost rebel leader. More light is shed on David's
history with Evergreen.

Episode 4: Evergreen
A routine therapy session gives David new insight. Meanwhile,
Kyala and Kaleb stumble upon a powerful discovery while
exploring their options for preventing a looming war.

Episode 5: Black Sun
As Kyala's reality blurs with her dreams, Evergreen and Kaleb
strike back against those who wish her harm on Earth. Their
bold moves have consequences for the entire solar system.

Episode 6: Brianna
Kaleb must combine computer science and psychiatry as
Evergreen begins to feel the pressure of their actions.

Episode 7: Thompson
A historic voyage is made as an armistice is signed. Not
everyone is celebrating, however.

Episode 8: Humanity
Kaleb, Kyala, Akler, and Evergreen make peace with each other
as a new challenge to the entire human race reveals itself.

Concept 3: Watcher Island

A first-semester freshman's on-campus experinece becomes a literal nightmare
when they realize their new home is not what it seems.

Watcher Island takes the player to a ficitional island off the coast of New Jersey,
famous for its rolling blue hills, thick pine forests, and unusually high rates of
murder and mutilation. The player gets to make moral decisions and alliances
with different supernatural entities that lead to multiple different endings in
this psychic slasher-thriller.

Inspiration

"If you've never been to New Jersey, the whole place has this very haunted,
ethereal feel to it. As a life-long resident, I've chalked it up to a combination of
unique environmental factors and actual ghosts. From these musings came the
inspiration for Watcher Island, an RPG that combines magical realism with
slasher and horror gameplay.

Watcher Island is inhabited by entities known as Wunita, the most powerful of
which is Zol. Zol, called the Mantowagan by the Native Americans, blankets its
chaotic, psychic power over the island as it rests in an eternal slumber placed on
it by the Watchers, powerful aliens who create technology that can harness
psychic energy. 

The main character is recruited by the mysterious and exclusive Hallohack
University, which they come to learn is a front for a variety of occult factions to
train young adults in the art of "psychomancy." Psychomacy uses a variety of
unique in-game physics engines to create "dream-caves," areas of the island
where reality is temporarily suspended. While exploring an immersive open-
world, the player engages with various characters and quests that give them a
morarlity assignment based on the player's actions. Different assignments
trigger different modes, levels, and endings of the main campaign.

Plot and Gameplay

The eerie aesthetics of Silent Hill The open-world architecture of Breath of the Wild

The augmented reality principles popularized by Pokemon GO The morality based, turn-style RPG gameplay of Undertale

Original characters and concepts from Watcher Island
Art by Julia Nathanson and Robert Santiago
Narrative by Sam Lord


